Imaging of castration-resistant prostrate cancer: development of imaging response biomarkers.
The current standard for imaging castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) focuses solely on detection. However, in order to assess treatment response, imaging must provide quantitative results that can be validated. Bone scintigraphy remains the most commonly used imaging tool for CRPC in bone, but with limited quantification capabilities. Both PET and MRI provide quantitative measures that could be used to assess treatment response. Several PET tracers have been shown to be able to detect bone metastases, but more research regarding their use for treatment response assessment is necessary. Similarly, research has shown that diffusion-weighted and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI can detect metastases, with some studies suggesting that they may be suitable for assessing treatment response. Recent research has shown that many imaging techniques are able to successfully detect metastases in CRPC patients as well as or better than standard imaging. These imaging methods can also be applied to treatment response assessment; however, more research must be done to validate the quantitative measures before these techniques can be used clinically for assessing patients.